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Abstract—In cognitive robotics community, categories belonging to adjectives and nouns have been learned separately and
independently. In this article, we propose a prototype-based
framework that conceptualize adjectives and nouns as separate
categories that are, however, linked to and interact with each
other. We demonstrate how this co-learned concepts might be
useful for a cognitive robot, especially using a game called “What
object is it?” that involves finding an object based on a set of
adjectives.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Conceptualization, i.e., extracting relevant information
from a set of exemplars in a category via an abstraction
process, is an important step in building developing cognitive systems. Concepts that are formed after such abstraction
processes are important for especially (i) recognizing an event
or perceptual entity, (ii) comparing different categories, and
(iii) reasoning in general.
The literature has extensively studied how nouns and adjectives can be learned or conceptualized from the sensorimotor
experiences of a robot (e.g., [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]). However,
learning these categories have been addressed separately without any interactions between the categories, as illustrated in
Fig. 1a.
In this article, we go beyond the literature and our previous
studies on noun and adjective learning [5] by co-learning
nouns and adjectives. Co-learning is achieved by taking into
account co-occurrences between adjectives and nouns (Fig.
1b). Conceptualizing nouns, adjectives and the interaction
between adjectives and nouns are performed by a prototypebased approach that we have previously applied to only nouns
and adjectives. We demonstrate that co-conceptualization helps
in correcting wrong categorization. Moreover, it allows a robot
to reason about the properties (i.e., adjectives) of an object as
well as determine an object from its properties.
A. Related Studies
There has been many attempts to linking nouns to sensorimotor experiences of robots in the robotics community.
For example, Yu and Ballard [6] proposed a system mapping
words in speech to co-occurring features in images using a
generative correspondence model. Sinapov et al. [2] increased
the challenge by predicting object categories for 100 objects
from the sensorimotor interactions, even using water [7]. Carbonetto and de Freitas [8] presented a system that splits a given
image into regions and finds a proper mapping between regions
and nouns inside the given dictionary using a probabilistic
translation mode similar to a machine translation problem.
Similar studies [9], [10] propose using neural networks to link
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Fig. 1: (a) Existing methods to learning adjectives and nouns.
(b) Our proposal, which involves using also co-occurrence
between nouns and adjectives in learning them.

words with objects and behaviors of robots to the extracted
visual features.
An important tool in linking language and sensori-motor
data is artificial neural networks due to its biological plausibility and easy adaptability. Cangelosi [1] presents a review
of their earlier work (all using multi-layer neural networks)
on (i) the multi-agent modeling of grounding and language
development, using simulated agents that discover labels, or
words, for edible and non-edible food while navigating in a
limited environment [11], (ii) the transfer of symbol grounding, using one simulated teacher (agent) and one simulated
learner (agent) that learn new behaviors based on the symbolic
representations of previously learned behaviors [12] and (iii)
language comprehension in a humanoid robot, where the robot
learns to associate words with its behaviors and the objects
in the environment. Similarly, in an earlier work, Cangelosi
and Parisi [10] use a neural network for linking nouns to two
different objects (a vertical bar and a horizontal bar) and verbs
to two different behaviors (pushing and pulling).
It is very well known that cross-situational co-occurrences
of words and objects are very important for learning meanings
of words [13] and there are already many computational models that incorporate this for word learning [4], [14] especially
in a Bayesian framework [3], [4] to learn a mapping from
features of objects to words.
As for learning adjectives from sensorimotor interactions
of the robot, there are also many studies. McMahon et al.
[15] developed a method for learning haptic adjectives from
interactions whereas others [16], [17], [18] studied learning
color, size and distance related adjectives based on visual features. Similar studies [9], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23] have been
performed for learning object categories; however, co-learning
of nouns and adjectives has not been studied previously.
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M ETHODS

A. Experimental Setup

(a) Hard

(b) Soft

(c) Noisy

(d) Silent

(e) Tall

(f) Short

(g) Thin

(h) Thick

(i) Round

(j) Edgy

Fig. 2: The experimental setup. iCub perceives the environment
with a Kinect camera, and collects tactile, audio, proprioceptive information in addition to visual information.

In order to collect the visual, haptic, audio and proprioceptive data from the objects, we used the iCub humanoid
robot platform (Fig. 2). On the perception side, we employed a
Kinect sensor1 . Moreover, the setup included a motion capture
system (VisualeyezTM VZ 40002 ) to transform the tabletop
object position and other related features to the coordinate
frame of iCub. Visual processing of the RGB-D data from the
Kinect sensor was performed using Point Cloud Library (PCL
- [24]). For haptic sensing, we use the tactile sensor of iCub,
placed on each fingertip. For audio sensing, we use a standard
microphone. Lastly, we take the proprioceptive information
(the joint values of fingers of iCub) into consideration.
B. Objects - Nouns and Adjectives
We have 40 objects, which are arbitrarily divided into
two equal groups: 20 objects for conceptualizing nouns and
adjectives, and 20 for testing them. The 40 objects have been
labeled with nouns N = {box, cylinder, cup, ball}. (Fig.
3) and with adjective pairs A = {hard − sof t; noisy −
silent; round − edgy; tall − short; thin − thick} (Fig. 4).

(a) Boxes

(b) Cylinders

(c) Cups

(d) Balls

Fig. 4: The adjective categories used in the experiments.

TABLE I: Co-occurence table of noun and adjective category
pairs. It includes only the distributions of training objects of
a specific noun category to the corresponding adjective
Noun
Box (4)
Cylinder (6)
Cup (4)
Ball (6)

1 http://www.xbox.com/en-US/kinect
2 http://www.ptiphoenix.com/VZmodels.php

Soft
0
1
0
4

Noisy
2
2
4
1

Silent
2
4
0
5

Tall
0
3
0
0

Short
4
3
4
6

Thin
1
4
0
1

Thick
3
2
4
5

Round
0
6
4
6

Edgy
4
0
0
0

C. Perception
We extract the following 100-dimensional features from
each object and use x to denote them:
•

Physical dimensions of the object (width, height,
depth).

•

Surface normal features (40 features: two 20-bin of
histograms for azimuth and zenith of surface normals).

•

Shape index features (20 features: a histogram of
shape index values).

•

Audio features (13 features: differences of maximum
and minimum values of Mel-Frequency Cepstrum
Coefficients (MFCC) coefficients [25]).

•

Tactile features (12 features: range, minimum, maximum, mean, variance, standard deviation values of
tactile sensor values on index and middle finger tips).

•

Proprioceptive features (12 features: range, minimum,
maximum, mean, variance, standard deviation values
of the encoder values of two joints on iCub’s arm).

Fig. 3: The noun categories used in the experiments.
Table I shows the co-occurrences of the noun and adjective
labels for the objects. We see that some adjectives are unique
to certain nouns (e.g., box is edgy) whereas others are shared
by different nouns categories. Note also that all cups in our
dataset are noisy.

Hard
4
5
4
2

For visual information, we have used the same orientations
for each object in the same noun category. However, the
position of an object is changed randomly on the table inside
the area where iCub can reach the object. The surface normal
and shape index features are extracted from the table-top
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segmented RGB-D data by using the PCL library [24]. Shape
index is a combination of curvatures in orthogonal directions,
which captures the local characteristics of a surface [26].
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TABLE II: Prototypes of noun and adjective co-occurrences
(Sect. II-E). ‘*’, ‘+’ and ‘-’ respectively represent inconsistent
co-occurrence, consistent co-occurrence and consistent nonco-occurrences.

D. Data Collection
For collecting sensorimotor data from the objects, iCub
first perceives the environment via the Kinect sensor, extracts
the visual features and grasps the object based on the data
from the visual features. The tactile and the proprioceptive
data are extracted after the object has been grasped. After
grasping, iCub shakes the object during which it collects audio
information.
E. Conceptualization of Nouns and Adjectives
We adopt a prototype-based approach for conceptualizing
each noun and adjective category (see [27] for other views
on conceptualization). The method looks at the distribution
of each feature dimension in a category to assign them into
three categories: consistently negative (-), consistently positive
(+) and inconsistent (*). Then, the distribution of features in a
category are summarized in a string of ‘+’, ‘-’ and ‘*’ symbols
along with the corresponding mean and variance values for
each feature dimension. The method is detailed in Algorithm
1.
Algorithm 1 Derivation of Prototypes
for all l in the set of adjective categories A or noun categories N do
- Compute the mean i µl for each feature i:
i µl

=

1
N

X

i e,

(1)

e∈l

where N is the cardinality of the set {e|e ∈ l}; and i e is the ith value
of vector e.
- Compute the variance i σl of each feature dimension i:
i σl

=

1
N

X

(i e −i µl )2 .

(2)

e∈l

end for
- Apply Robust Neural Growing Gas (RGNG) algorithm [28] in the space
of µ × σ.
- Manually assign the labels ‘+’, ‘-’, and ‘*’ to the three clusters that emerge
in the previous step.

Noun
Box
Cylinder
Cup
Ball

Hard
+
+
+
*

Soft
*

Noisy
*
*
+
-

Silent
*
*
+

Tall
*
-

Short
+
*
+
+

Thin
*
-

Thick
+
*
+
+

Round
+
+
+

Edgy
+
-

F. Prediction of Noun Categories
As we mentioned before, prediction of a noun (and adjective) category is based on perception as well as the interaction
between nouns and adjectives. Therefore, the similarity between features x of an object and the prototype f of a noun
n ∈ N is defined as follows (see also Fig. 1b):
sncomb (x, fn ) = (1−wan )×snperc (x, fn )+wan ×cn (fn , Âx ), (4)
where wan ∈ [0, 1] is a weight controlling the contribution
of the prediction from the adjectives; Âx ⊂ A is the set of
adjectives that are predicted from the features x of the object;
snperc (x, fn ) is the similarity between the perceptual features x
and the prototype fn for noun n:
Q
n1 ∈N \{n} d(x, fn1 )
n
Q
sperc (x, fn ) = P
,
(5)
n1 ∈N ( n2 ∈N \{n1 } d(x, fn2 ))
where d(., .) is the distance function in Eq. 3. cn (fn , Âx ) ∈
[0, 1] in Eq. 4 is defined as:
X c(n, a)
cn (fn , Âx ) =
,
(6)
|Âx |
a∈Âx

where Ap is the set of predicted adjectives based on the
perceptual features of the object; |S| is the cardinality of set
S. c(n, a) is the co-occurence value of noun n with adjective
a taking into consideration only consistent dependencies (i.e.,
non-‘*’ entries in Table II). In other words, if a noun is not
consistently co-occurring with an adjective, that adjective does
not contribute any weight to cn . The functions sncomb (., .), snperc
and cn take values in the range [0, 1].
G. Prediction of Adjective Categories

The prototypes extracted for the adjective and nouns categories from the training set are listed in Tables IV and III
respectively. We see that the relevant and irrelevant features
are captured nicely. For example, since all the cups in our
dataset are noisy, we see consistent dependence of cups to
audio features. This allows us to predict the adjective and noun
categories of an object using only relevant(consistent) features.
The distance between the perceptual features x of an object
and the prototype fl of a category l is calculated without using
the irrelevant features which are marked as ‘*’ in the prototype:
s
X
d(x, fl ) =
(i x − i µl )2 ,
(3)
i∈R(fl )\R∗ (fl )

where R(fl ) \ R∗ (fl ) is the set of relevant feature dimensions
in prototype fl ; i v is the ith value of a vector v; and µl is the
mean of the features in category l.

Similar to the nouns, the similarity between features x of
an object and the prototype f of an adjective a ∈ A is defined
as (see also Fig. 1b):
sacomb (x, fa ) = (1 − wna ) × saperc (x, fa ) + wna × c(a, nx ), (7)
where wna ∈ [0, 1] is a weight controlling the contribution of
the prediction from the nouns; nx ∈ N is the noun that is
predicted from the features of the object; saperc (x, fa ) is the
perceptual similarity between the object and the prototype fa
for adjective a:
saperc (x, fa ) =

d(x, µa )
,
d(x, µa ) + d(x, µa )

(8)

where a is the pair of adjective a; and, d(., .) is the distance
function in Eq. 3. As in Eq. 6, c(n, a) is the co-occurrence
value of noun n with adjective a taking into consideration
only consistent dependencies (i.e., non-‘*’ entries in Table II).
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TABLE III: Prototypes for noun categories.
Noun
Categories
Box
Cylinder
Cup
Ball

Visual
Audio
Features
Features
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+-+++-++---++--------------++--+--------**--------------------+----**+**-++-*+*
--+-+-+----++---------------+++++-----------------------------+---*******-**+-+
--++-++----++---------------+++-----***------++---------------+---++-++++++++++
+-+--++-+++--+--------------+-+++***---------------------------++++
-----*-------

Haptic
Features
-----------**--********
-------------******----

Proprioceptive
Features
--++*+*+-----++++++------+-------++++++++--++

TABLE IV: Prototypes for adjective categories.
Adjective
Categories
Hard
Soft
Noisy
Silent
Tall
Short
Thin
Thick
Round
Edgy

Visual
Features
+-+*+++++++++--------------+*++*+--------*--------------------+++++
+-+++*+-++*++*-------------+*++++***--------------------------*+***
--+++*+---*++*-------------++++*+*-****-----------------------++--+-+-++++*+*++*-------------+*++++**-----**--------------------*+***
--+-+-+----++---------------+**+*-----------------------------+---****-*+*******-------------*******-*--------------------------+****
--+-+-+-*-*++---------------+++++-----------------------------+-**--+++++-++*++*-------------+++++-***--*-**--------------------+++*+
--+-+*+-++*++*--------------+++++*-*--------------------------*+**+
+-++++++---++--------------++--+--------**--------------------+----

Audio
Features
******+**+++*
+---+*-++---+
+++++++++++++
--------------------*---*
*************
******-+*-*-+
**+******++-*
**+***+**++-+
-**+**-+*+*+*

Haptic
Features
**++****++**
-----------*---****--*************
**--********
*-******---**--********
*-******---**+******-**
------------

Proprioceptive
Features
--++*+*+---++******--++
--++*+**---++******--+*-++++++---********--*--++++++-----++*+*+---+-++*+*+-----++*+**----

In other words, if an adjective is not consistently co-occurring
with a noun, that noun does not contribute any weight to c.

H. Prediction of Noun and Adjective Categories Using SVM

100
97

Nouns
Adjectives

Perceptual Similarity (sperc )
100%
94%

SVM
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88%
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(a) Adjective prediction accuracy
100

90

accuracy

TABLE V: Average noun and adjective prediction accuracy
results on the training set.

90

95

85

SVM (Support Vector Machines) [29] is a widely-used
supervised method for learning a maximum-margin separation
between labeled data. We apply SVM to learn two mappings
from the perceptual features: x → A and x → N . We use
5-fold cross-validation when training a SVM.
Table V lists the average prediction accuracies from the
perceptual features for sperc and SVM. We can see that nouns
are learned better than adjectives. Moreover, for both noun and
adjective predictions, using prototypes give better accuracies
than using SVM.

94

95

accuracy

The functions sacomb (., .) and saperc (., .) take values in the
range [0, 1]. To avoid the cyclic computation, Âx in Sect. II-F
is determined by setting wna to zero, and nx is found by setting
wan to zero.
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III.

R ESULTS

Using the 20 objects (the testing set), we evaluated the
prediction accuracies of nouns, adjectives and whether or not
co-occurrences helped at all. Moreover, we demonstrated the
usefulness of the co-conceptualization via a game called “What
object is it?”, which involves predicting nouns from a set of
adjectives.

(b) Noun prediction accuracy

Fig. 5: Noun and adjective prediction accuracies for the testing
set with respect to weighted contribution of co-occurrence.
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TABLE VI: Predicted adjectives for some objects from the
test set (bold denotes correct classification). The co-occurrence
weight wna is taken as 0.2 where prediction performance is
maximized.
Objects

O1

O2

O3

O4

O5

TABLE VII: Predicted nouns for some objects from the test set
(bold denotes correct classification). The co-occurrence weight
wan is taken as 0.2.
Objects

Perceptual
Similarity (saperc )

Adjectives
Perc. Similarity and
Cooccurence sacomb

SVM

hard (61%)
noisy (67%)
tall (54%)
thick (55%)
round (54%)
hard (55%)
silent (67%)
tall (64%)
thin (54%)
edgy (55%)
hard (54%)
silent (61%)
short (56%)
thick (53%)
edgy (57%)
soft (60%)
silent (58%)
short (52%)
thick (53%)
round (54%)
hard (56%)
silent (73%)
short (53%)
thin (51%)
round (52%)

hard (65%)
noisy (70%)
short (51%)
thick (60%)
round (59%)
hard (59%)
silent (66%)
tall (57%)
thick (51%)
edgy (60%)
hard (59%)
silent (60%)
short (60%)
thick (58%)
edgy (61%)
soft (59%)
silent (63%)
short (57%)
thick (57%)
round (59%)
hard (61%)
silent (70%)
short (53%)
thin (51%)
round (56%)

hard (95%)
noisy (93%)
short (92%)
thick (74%)
round (76%)
hard (75%)
silent (89%)
short (69%)
thick (54%)
round (59%)
hard (82%)
silent (89%)
short (92%)
thick (96%)
edgy (89%)
soft (99%)
silent (93%)
short (88%)
thick (54%)
round (98%)
hard (73%)
silent (83%)
short (78%)
thick (62%)
round (75%)
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Perceptual
Similarity (snperc )

Nouns
Perc. Similarity and
Cooccurence sncomb

SVM

Box (22%)
Cylinder (24%)
Cup (37%)
Ball (17%)

Box (23%)
Cylinder (24%)
Cup (35%)
Ball (18%)

Box (25%)
Cylinder (23%)
Cup (45%)
Ball (7%)

Box (32%)
Cylinder (30%)
Cup (19%)
Ball (19%)

Box (36%)
Cylinder (34%)
Cup (15%)
Ball (15%)

Box (38%)
Cylinder (44%)
Cup (3%)
Ball (15%)

Box (34%)
Cylinder (25%)
Cup (21%)
Ball (20%)

Box (32%)
Cylinder (25%)
Cup (22%)
Ball (21%)

Box (67%)
Cylinder (16%)
Cup (4%)
Ball (13%)

Box (22%)
Cylinder (23%)
Cup (20%)
Ball (35%)

Box (22%)
Cylinder (23%)
Cup (22%)
Ball (33%)

Box (3%)
Cylinder (3%)
Cup (1%)
Ball (93%)

Box (24%)
Cylinder (47%)
Cup (16%)
Ball (13%)

Box (24%)
Cylinder (43%)
Cup (18%)
Ball (15%)

Box (34%)
Cylinder (44%)
Cup (6%)
Ball (16%)

O1

O2

O3

O4

O5

B. The “What object is it?” Game
A. Effect of Co-occurrence on Prediction
We have previously shown that learning adjectives is more
difficult than learning nouns [5], which is also reflected by
findings and hypotheses in Psychology [30] and Language
[31]. This is mainly due to the fact that adjectives are mostly
related to changes in only a few dimensions (such as height
or width) whereas nouns depend on many more dimensions
[31]; for this reason, it is more difficult to capture relevant
changes for adjectives in a high-dimensional feature space,
making learning of adjectives more difficult [5].
This leads to more mistakes in predicting adjectives when
the same learning method is used. However, wrong predictions
can be rectified by using the co-occurrences between nouns
and adjectives, as we show in Fig. 5a. The figure displays
the effect of the co-occurrence weight wna (Eq. 7) on the
prediction accuracy. We see that the predicted noun category
can contribute and correct wrong adjective predictions coming
from the perceptual features. See also tables VI and VII, which
show rectification of some wrong adjective predictions.
Noun prediction using (snperc ) performs 100% on both
the training and the test sets. Since this leaves no room
for improvement by co-occurrence, we have added noise to
noun prediction based on perceptual features (sperc ) with 40%
probability by subtracting snperc from one. As shown in Fig. 5b,
co-occurrence can improve wrong noun predictions similar to
the case for adjectives.
Comparing Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b, we see that the contribution
of co-occurrence (e.g., when wna = wan = 1) from nouns to
adjectives is bigger than the reverse. The reason is that nouns
share more adjectives, than different adjectives share nouns, as
visible in Table II.

It is a game where the robot is exposed to a set of
adjectives and expected to predict the noun category which is
best described by the adjectives. This game demonstrates the
impact of the interaction between adjective and noun concepts.
Table VIII shows some example turns of the game where
each row consists of a number of adjectives and noun concepts
having two highest confidences. Predictions that the robot
makes depend on the robot’s past interactions with objects,
i.e., on its subjective perception of categories. For example,
our training set is composed of boxes which are hard, short,
and thick in addition to being inherently edgy. Therefore, if
the list hard, short, thick, edgy is presented as adjectives,
they anticipate the characteristics of the box category which is
learned in the training. As another example, cups and cylinders
are hard and round objects according to the training set.
Therefore, adjectives hard and round together lead to cup and
cylinder being predicted. On the other hand, if a combination
of some adjectives which does not describe any noun category
is given, the prediction confidences are low (e.g., when round,
thin, soft, tall in Table VIII).
IV.

C ONCLUSION

We proposed a method for co-learning nouns and adjectives. Our method uses both (i) the perceptual similarity
based predictions of adjectives and nouns from the perceptual
features, which is based on a prototype-based conceptualization method that we have previously proposed [5] and (ii)
the co-occurrences of adjectives and nouns. We demonstrated
that prediction of adjectives becomes more accurate with the
contribution of co-occurrences between adjectives and nouns
whereas this effect is not visible for nouns since they are
predicted with 100% accuracy.
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TABLE VIII: “What object is it?” game: Determine noun based
on given adjectives.
a1
hard

Given Adjectives
a2
a3
short
thick

[11]

[12]

a4
edgy

hard

round

-

-

silent

short

thick

round

short

thick

-

-

round

thin

soft

tall

soft

silent

thick

-

hard

noisy

round

-

short

thick

round

edgy

-

-

-

Predicted Nouns
Box (73%)
Cup (53%)
Cup (72%)
Cylinder (70%)
Ball (70%)
Cup (52%)
Cup (69%)
Ball (69%)
Ball (18%)
Cylinder (17%)
Ball (45%)
Cup (23%)
Cup (73%)
Cylinder (46%)
Ball (70%)
Cup (69%)
Box (100%)
Others (0%)

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]
[17]

[18]

[19]
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